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The Client sent the agreed amount to the owner
of the system to further leasing.

Then or later, the customer takes this Cash-Code
and transmit it to the device to activate it.
(maximum 5m distance)

Step
2

Step
4

Description of the activation process

Step
3

The Owner sent the generated Cash-Code via
SMS, Whatsapp or Email etc. to the Smartphone
of the Client.

Step
1

The customer reports to the seller and wants
to buy a Cash-Code. The seller then sends him
the invoice by email, SMS or Whatsapp.



The customer reports to the seller and gives his
Address, the name and number of the rented
System.  (SAFARI-Rent, SAFARI-Ultra, SAFARI-Pico,
AFRI-WATER, AFRI-POWER etc.)

The customer-file consists of the contact-list on the
smartphone and is therefore always available.

                       In addition, the number of required units .

Function  Owner-App



The invoice and all other documents are then
automatically saved on the seller's smartphone.
After receiving the money, the seller can send
the corresponding CASH-CODE to the customer .

Function  Owner-App



With the App „CASH-CODE-SYSTEM“ (Android) the
owner can send the generated activation-code to the
customer's smartphone, after he has paid the bill.

This activation-code can be sent to the customer:

-  via post (paper)

-  via SMS

-  via Email

-  via any messenger (Whatsapp etc.)

Function  Owner-App



In the CCS-App of the seller, all the data for the
Unit-prices, the tax-levies, the commission-costs,
the seller address, etc. can be entered and saved.

The seller's company logo can be printed out on
the invoice and receipt.

This logo is freely selectable by the seller.

Function  Owner-App



This universal App is used for simple and easily
understandable operation and configuration of each
system equipped with a CASH-CODE.

With the Client-App you can receive the paid
CASH-CODE from the owner to activate
the rented system.

In addition, this app serves as a remote-control for the
rented system.  For example, to display all system,
values, duration, remaining time or to change the
different modes.

A special output can be configured in such a way,
that external lighting is automatically switched on.
(Street light)

 Function  Client-App
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